Roller Blinds
Roller blinds offer both welcome shade in summer and insulation in winter.

Our inspiring range of conservatory, window and roof roller blinds come
in designs to suit any home or office, providing all the privacy you desire
for your window shades.
With new Sunfilter and Blockout fabrics available Venluree can offer you
protection from the sun during the day but still give you controlled
lighted in your house. Block out fabrics give you total privacy and
warmth during the night and come in a range of colours to compliment
your interior furnishings and decor.
Or if you wanted both we can offer you a roller blind system that can
have both these fabrics on the same system for ultimate control at your

FEATURES

Double brackets to
accommodate both blockout &
sunfilter blinds on one system
Intermediate brackets for joint
control
Softlift mechanisms to help with
lift
Fabric cut on an automated
ultrasonic cutting table for exact
squareness

window. Venluree can offer a wide range of accessories, safety devices
and springs to assist in the operation of your roller blinds and can

OPTIONS

provide motorisation to most systems.

Tube sizes of 45mm, 45HDmm,
60mm

Venluree uses Anodised tubes and Powdercoated components to

Plastic, metal and Stainless
chain available in a various
lengths

prevent rusting. All components can be colour coordinated with
matching mechanisms and chain.

Control mechanisms, brackets
& rails in a range of colours to
compliment or match fabric or
joinery
Extruded reinforced Aluminium
Tube
Oval, Round, and Rectangular
bottom rails in a wide range of
colours
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Sewn in fabric bottom rail for
seamless fabric
intergration
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Unique no noise bump bar
bottom rail
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SPECIFICATIONS

Maximum Width 45mm Tube
2.5 metres (depending on drop and
fabric weight)

Maximum Width 45 Heavy Duty
Tube
2.9 metres (depending on drop and
fabric weight)

Maximum Width 60mm Tube
3.4 metres (depeding on drop and
facbric weight)

Minimum Width all tubes

Maximum Drop

Fabrics Available

300mm

3.5 metres (depending on fabric
type)

Acrylic Blockout, Foam backed
Blockout, Textured Blockout,
Sunfilter 3%,5%,10% openness,
Translucent, Light Filtering.
Polyester and Fibre glass yarn.

Control

Control/Installation Bracket Colours

Chains

Single chain control left or right
Softlift geared chain control (to
assist with lift) left or right
Automated control using wall switch
or remote control

White, Grey, Black, Off White

Plastic - White, Grey, Black, Off
White Metal - Nickel plated steel,
Stainless steel

Configuration

Accessories

Installation

Double blinds - utilising a double
bracket with 2 blinds for privacy and
Sun control Multi linked blinds linking 2 blinds side by side with
same or independent control or
when window size is wider than
fabric size

Child safety chain tension device
Chain stop to prevent over winding
of the blind Extension installation
brackets to clear architraves

Inside window frame Face fitted to
window frame

Warranty
5 years
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